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Abstract 
 

This paper presents the design of a broadcasting scenario and system for an 8K-resolution 
content. Due to an 8K content is four times larger than the 4K content in terms of size, many 
technologies such as content acquisition, video coding, and transmission are required to deal 
with it. Therefore, high-quality video and audio for 8K (ultra-high definition television) 
service is not possible to be transmitted only using the current terrestrial broadcasting system. 
The proposed broadcasting system divides the 8K content into four 4K contents by area, and 
each area is hierarchically encoded by Scalable High-efficiency Video Coding (SHVC) into 
three layers: L0, L1, and L2. Every part of the 8K video content divided into areas and 
hierarchy is independently treated. These parts are transmitted over heterogeneous networks 
such as digital broadcasting and broadband networks after going through several processes of 
generating signal messages, encapsulation, and packetization based on MPEG media transport. 
We propose three methods of generating streams at the sending entity to merge the divided 
streams into the original content at the receiving entity. First, we design the composition 
information, which defines the presentation structure for displays. Second, a descriptor for 
content synchronization is included in the signal message. Finally, we define the rules for 
generating “packet_id” among the packet header fields and design the transmission scheduler 
to acquire the divided streams quickly. We implement the 8K broadcasting system by adapting 
the proposed methods and show that the 8K-resolution contents are stably received and 
serviced with a low delay. 
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1. Introduction 

As digital broadcasting has stabilized and performance of display devices has improved, 
users demand better quality and larger-size video services. Ultra-High definition television 
(UHDTV) is the next-generation broadcasting that can meet the viewer requirements owing to 
its ability to provide high-quality video and 22.2 multichannel audio for a realistic content [1]. 
In August 2016, as NHK (Japan’s public broadcasting organization) has started the world’s 
first regular UHDTV via satellite, many competitions emerged among countries for the 
preoccupancy of UHDTV techniques, such as content, transmission, display device, set-top 
units, and so on [2][3].  

An 8K video that provides 16 and 4 times larger than 2K video (1920 × 1080) and 4K video 
(3840 × 2160) is very massive in terms of size. Therefore, high efficient video coding and 
transport technologies for UHDTV contents are required. Table 1 lists the UHDTV 
specifications in Korea and Japan. In Japan, which started the only 8K test broadcasting in the 
world, the 8K content is compressed by High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) at a frame 
rate of 60 fps, a color depth of 10 bit, and a sampling rate of 4:2:0. According to the bit rate 
listed in Table 1 written in 4K, we can determine that a higher bit rate is required for 8K 
services. The 8K UHDTV in Japan transmits via satellite with a bit rate of 80–90 Mbps in 
practice. Realistically, transmitting at 80 Mbps or higher via a terrestrial channel is not 
possible. However, it can be technically performed at 40 Mbps or higher using the 
transmission techniques of Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 3.0 and Digital 
Video Broadcasting–second generation Terrestrial (DVB-T2), which are terrestrial digital 
broadcasting standards. However, the 30-Mbps bit rate of is in fact the maximum limit under 
restricted circumstances for stable terrestrial broadcasting service within 20 km. Therefore, a 
new system is required for 8K broadcasting in the current terrestrial broadcasting 
environment.  

We propose an 8K broadcasting system using a terrestrial channel and other networks. The 
proposed system divides an 8K content into four 4K parts and then delivers them over 
heterogeneous networks to solve the lack of bit rate. Each divided part, which is transported 
over different networks, should have a unified form to merge into 8K at a receiver. MPEG 
media transport (MMT) can be a good solution. It is a next-generation technology for media 
delivery over heterogeneous packet-switched networks, including digital broadcasting 
environment, and includes three functional areas: media processing unit (MPU) format, 
signaling messages, and delivery protocol [4]. The MPU format based on the ISO-based media 
file format (ISOBMFF) defines the logical structure of media content and the format of the 
data units to encapsulate the encoded data. 

 
Table 1. UHDTV specification of Korea and Japan 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Korea Japan 

Terrestrial Pay TV Pay TV 
Bit rate per 

channel (4K) 25 Mbps 32 Mbps 35 Mbps 

Frames 20–60 fps 60 fps 60 fps 
Color depth 8–10 bit 10 bit 10 bit 
Sampling 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 
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The signaling message defines many signaling messages and manages the delivery and 
consumption of media data. The delivery protocol defines the application-layer transport 
protocol and payload format [4][5]. MMT supports streaming mode, which is optimized for 
transmitting packetized ISOBMFF files and signaling messages to enable broadcasting 
services. In addition, the proposed system can support diverse devices such as smartphones, 
tablets, laptops, notebooks, and TVs. For this function, each 4K should be encoded by scalable 
high-efficiency video coding (SHVC). SHVC is an extension for scalability of HEVC which is 
a video compression standard that supports resolutions up to 8K and offers approximately 
double the data compression ratio compared with advanced video coding (AVC) [6]. It 
provides spatial, temporal, and quality scalability. An SHVC encoder generates several layers, 
i.e., base and more than one enhancement layers, with different characteristics. In particular, a 
video stream encoded only once by SHVC with spatial scalability can be used by various 
devices with different resolutions [e.g., high-definition (HD), full HD (FHD) and UHD] 
without an additional process [7]. 

In Section 2, we review previous works in the broadcasting system over heterogeneous 
networks. Section 3 describes the scenario, requirements, and architecture of an 8K terrestrial 
broadcasting service, and Section 4 proposed the architecture of a broadcasting system. To 
verify the proposed system, we explain the configurations of the test and show the results in 
Section 5. Finally, we present our conclusions and discuss the remaining issues for future 
research in Section 6. 

2. Related Works 
Recently, many studies have been conducted on transporting high-quality media encoded 
hierarchically by MMT over heterogeneous networks. Fig. 1 shows one of the 
media-streaming services [8][9]. A raw video stream is hierarchically encoded into two layers, 
namely, base (L0) and enhanced (L1) layers, and the encoded stream is divided into layers. 
The media streams, each video stream, and the audio are encapsulated into MPUs. Then, an 
MMT Signaling/MMT Protocol (MMTP) generator generates an MMTP stream with MPUs of 
L0, audio, and signaling messages. The MPUs of L1 are stored at the HTTP streaming server 
and is sent only when they are requested by a receiver.  
 

 
Fig.  1. Service architecture of multi-layered video over heterogeneous networks 
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Several key solutions are needed for stable service in this scenario. The first is the 
scheduling method of signal messages. A signaling message is absolutely necessary in the 
broadcasting service because it includes significant information such as the location of the 
service, information of synchronization among media streams, and configuration of the 
decoding. Therefore, MMT recommends that the signaling message is periodically sent at 
every static time interval, e.g., 0.5 or 1 s, as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, this process causes 
problems of overhead on transmission. Reference [10] solved the problems in sending the 
signaling message by considering the video-picture types: intra-picture [e.g., Instantaneous 
Decoder Refresh (IDR), Broken Link Access (BLA), and Clean Random Access (CRA)], as 
shown in Fig. 2(b). It is self-decodable and referenced by inter-picture and inter-picture (e.g., 
P and B pictures), which is expressed in terms of one or more neighboring pictures. Because a 
broadcasting service cannot start if the MPU for intra-picture is not received at a receiver even 
though the signaling messages are often sent, the signal messages can be efficiently sent 
immediately before the MPU for inter-picture. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The comparison of two scheduling methods of signal messages 

 
The second key solution is the encapsulation method for random access. A broadcaster does 

not know when users access a service. Therefore, a new encapsulation method is needed so 
that a user can watch the selected content with low latency. Reference [7] proposed a new 
encapsulation method to connect SHVC-encoded video streaming randomly. An MPU 
contains encoded raw-formatted stream and metadata, including the following parameter sets: 
video-, sequence-, and picture-parameter sets. The former is loaded in an mdat box, and the 
latter is loaded in a configuration box (e.g., hvc1 and lhv1) inside a trak box. These parameter 
sets contain decoding information. Each scalable encoded layer contains parameter sets. 
However, these layers should be realigned on the order of how the decoder requests (it is 
shown in red boxes in Fig. 3) when the parameter sets are input to the decoder using 
raw-formatted streams. Fig. 3 shows that each layer of SHVC-encoded video with three layers 
is encapsulated by the reordered parameter sets. If this process is performed at the receiver, it 
will take time and results in delay. To minimize delay, the reordered parameters are added in 
front of the encoded raw-formatted video stream in an MPU when encapsulating at the sender, 
as shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig.  3. The new encapsulation method proposed in [xy] for SHVC-encoded video stream 

 
The final solution is the synchronization method for scalable video streams transmitted over 

heterogeneous networks. Fig. 1 shows that the SHVC-encoded video stream has two layers: 
L0 and L1. Each layer is encapsulated into an MPU with its own information. The MPUs for 
L0 are transported over the broadcasting networks with audio and signaling messages, and 
those for L1 are transported over HTTP of broadband networks. These MPUs, delivered over 
different networks, should be merged into a content using a synchronization method. 
Reference [8] proposed the XML-formatted document and algorithm to select the segments of 
the enhanced layer. It also introduced a process on how to create the segments of a video 
stream for synchronization.  

In MMT, the composition layer provides information on the temporal relationships among 
media content and dependent relationships among the media data (e.g., scalable video layers, 
audio data, and so on) [11]. These data are called Composition Information (CI). Reference [8] 
defines another XML-formatted document, namely, MMT eXtension Document (MXD), 
which contains a segment list of the enhanced layer. The CI document and MXD are 
introduced into the signaling message. A receiver can obtain a CI document and the physical 
address of MXD after parsing the signal message. Thereafter, it can obtain the MXD by 
requesting the Web server using this address. The proper segment among the listed segments 
in the MXD must be selected by the selecting algorithm for media synchronization. A receiver 
can request the selected segments from the Web server, and then they are merged into the 
media through CI. 

3. 8K Broadcasting Service 
Fig. 4 shows the service architecture of 8K broadcasting over heterogeneous networks. The 

content provider acquires an 8K content and extracts them in terms of the media types: video 
and audio. The extracted 8K video stream is divided into four areas, as shown in Fig. 5. Each 
divided 4K video is treated as an independent content with a unique identifier. The 4K streams 
in each area are encoded by SHVC, resulting in three layers (L0, L1, and L2). Each area is 
regarded as an independent asset. The audio stream is encoded by Advanced Audio Coding 
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(AAC). Finally, the original 8K content will consist of 13 assets, including 12 video streams 
and an audio stream.  

The MMT signaling/MMTP generator performs the following: 1) receives the encoded 
streams of L0, L1, and audio; 2) encapsulates each stream in the MPUs; 3) creates signaling 
messages, including the service and media information; and 4) generates two MMTP streams, 
the main MMTP stream that contains L0, audio, and signal packets and another MMTP stream 
that contains packets for L1. The signaling generator generates RF signals using the received 
MMTP streams according to the broadcast standards such as ATSC 3.0, DVB-T2, and so on. 
HTTP service generator creates an MXD file that contains a list of media segments of L2 and 
uses them to synchronize the content over heterogeneous networks as well as stores these 
documents and streams of L2 in HTTP streaming server. The HTTP streaming server provides 
streaming service for L2 over broadband networks upon the request of a user.  

The users can watch content according to the performance of the decoder and display 
devices because each receiver receives a stream with a suitable resolution that can be played 
by the display connected to this receiver. For example, a 2K-resolution TV receives L0 data 
from each area over the broadcasting networks. In addition, users who have an 8K-resolution 
TV connected to broadcasting and broadband networks can watch 8K contents; it  receives two 
MMTP streams for the L0 and L1 data over the broadcasting network and one HTTP stream 
for the L2 data over the broadband network. 

The proposed system adopted all solutions introduced in Section. 2: scheduling method of 
the signal message, encapsulation method for random access, and synchronization method. 
  

 
Fig. 4. Service architecture for 8K broadcasting over heterogeneous networks 

 

 
Fig. 5. 8K content divided into 4 areas 
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Fig. 6 shows a UHDTV service scenario according to varying network conditions. Initially, 

the L0 data (1920 × 1080) delivered with the signal messages are played. Then, the L1 data 
(3840 × 2160) are processed. Finally, a user requests L2 data through the broadband networks, 
and 8K content starts streaming at t2 when the data of all layers are received. When the L2 data 
in any area are not received or are broken due to fluctuating bit rate at tn, the content changes to 
a lower resolution.  

 
 

Fig. 6. UHDTV service scenario 

4. Design of 8K Broadcasting System 
We propose several methods for the 8K broadcasting system. The sender entity should 

inform the receiver entity that each divided part belongs to a single content because this 
system transports content to multiple parts. In addition, service delay can occur because many 
of the divided parts must be merged into one content. Therefore, methods for content 
synchronization are required to minimize delays. 

The MMT signaling/MMTP generator shown in Fig. 4 is a core component that generates 
MPUs, signaling messages, and MMTP streams. Fig. 7 shows the functions of the MMT 
signaling/MMTP generator in detail. The generator consists of several components that 
generate MPUs, CI documents, signaling message, and MMTP streams. 13 assets, including 
12 video streams and an audio stream are inputted, and they produce two MMTP streams: one 
is for L0, audio, and signal messages, and the other is for L1. In addition, MMTP packets are 
scheduled by the MMTP scheduler in the MMTP stream component to reduce the time 
required to merge the data in each area at the receiver.  
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of MMT Signal/MMTP generator 

4.1 CI component 
CI component generates CI and HTML5 documents. The CI document is written in an XML 

format and is related to the HTML 5 document shown in Fig. 8. The CI document defines in a 
hierarchical structure the concepts of area and view. An area in the CI document represents a 
spatial region defined by a “div” element in the HTML5 document. An area may contain one 
or several assets. A view represents a set of areas to be used in a screen [11].  

The “view’ element provides temporal information about the spatial changes in a view and 
its areas, and the “MediaSync” element provides temporal information about the presentation 
of media data [11]. In addition, we add the element “group” that provides information on 
assets that should be simultaneously displayed.  

 
Fig. 8. Structure of CI document and its relationship with HTML5 document 

 
Fig. 9(a) shows the schema of the elements, namely, “Group” and “mediaRefList.” An 

example of CI for 8K broadcasting is shown in Fig. 9(b). The “Group’ element represents a set 
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of assets with the same layers (L0, L1, and L2) in different areas, and “mediaRefList” 
represents the “asset_id” included in the group. Fig. 9(b) shows three sets of “Group” 
elements because the 4K contents in each area are hierarchically encoded and they are divided 
into three layers. 
 

 
Fig. 9. The schema and example of CI document 

4.2 Signaling message component 
Signaling messages carry information about the structure of multimedia carried in the MMTP 
stream and the configuration information of the MMTP and MMT payload format [12]. Five 
types of signal messages are defined in MMT specifications for the consumption of 
multimedia data: Package Access (PA), Media Presentation Information (MPI), MMT 
Package Table (MPT), Clock Relation Information (CRI) and Device Capability Information 
(DCI) messages [4]. Each signaling message contains one or more tables. One of them, an MP 
table, contains information related to a package, including the list of all assets. Because we 
regard all divided layered video streams as an asset, the signaling messages must contain 
information about the relationship among assets. Hence, we provide this information by 
adding “Group_descriptor()” in MP table. 
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A group includes assets of the same layer in each area, namely, four assets in a group and 
three groups in a package. Fig. 10(a) shows the MP table syntax, which includes 
“Group_descriptor()” . Every asset has its own “Group_descriptor()” in the for loop, which 
contains information about the assets. Fig. 10(b) shows the “Group_descriptor()” syntax. The 
value of “Group_ID” indicates the identifier for the group that contains the assets. Assets in 
the same group share the same “Group_ID.” The value of “number of companion_assets” 
indicates how many members are in one group excluding itself. The “asset_id” values of the 
members can be acquired from the for loop. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Syntax of MP table and Group_descriptor() 

4.3 MMTP stream component 
MPUs and signaling messages are loaded into MMT packets for transmission over 
heterogeneous networks. The MMTP stream component sets the fields in an MMTP header 
and schedules the outgoing order of each packet. 

A receiver entity can know what type of data is included in MMTP payload according to the 
value of “type” in the MMTP header. It should find packets of signaling message first and then 
parse each signaling table. After this process, it can obtain the values of the “packet_id” of 
each asset. Although the MPU is acquired according to the “packet_id,” however the receiver 
entity cannot know whether it is for video or audio. Moreover, it cannot know which layers 
and areas belong to in case of a video. If the receiver entity can obtain this information before 
entirely paring the MMTP header, less time is spent in decoding the video stream. Therefore, 
we propose a generation rule of the “packet_id” field in MMTP header to classify the received 
packets quickly at the receiver entity.  
The packet_id field is two-bytes long. The first bit is the video indicator (v_i), which 

indicates whether this packet is a video or not. When this field is set to “1,” it means that this 
packet has video data, and the rest of this field is divided into three parts: layer information 
(layer_info.), area information (area info.) and id information (id info.), as shown in Fig. 11. 
“layer info.” indicates in which layer the information belongs to. The video data transported 
over a broadcasting network are either L0 or L1. This video packet is for L0 when it is set to 
“0”; otherwise, it is “1” in case of L1. The “area info.” indicates where the video data belong 
to in a single screen (see Fig. 5), as shown in Fig. 11. Table 2 lists the values of the 
“packet_id” definition.  
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Fig. 11. Structure of ‘packet_id’ in MMTP packet header 

 
Table 2. The value and description of ‘packet_id’ 

 
Another method of reducing service delay is scheduling. If the area data are not received, 

the order of the area and any area data are also not received. Thus, delay naturally occurs. 
Therefore, the receiving entity of this system has a policy that the data of area 2 cannot be 
decoded if the data of area 1 is not received. The data of area 3 cannot be decoded if the data of 
area 2 are not received. The area data should arrive in a numerical order of the area. Therefore, 
the proposed system schedules the MMTP packets according to the area information, as shown 
in Fig. 12. The left side of Fig. 12 shows that MPUs generate MMTP packets, and the right 
side shows that packets included in the data of the same layers in each area are scheduled in a 
numerical order of the area. 

 

Value Description 
0x0000 ~ 0x7FFF other media type expect video 
0x8000 ~ 0x8FFF L0 for Area 1 
0x9000 ~ 0x9FFF L0 for Area 2 
0xA000 ~ 0xAFFF L0 for Area 3 
0xB000 ~ 0xBFFF L0 for Area 4 
0xC000 ~ 0xAFFF L1 for Area 1 
0xD000 ~ 0xAFFF L1 for Area 2 
0xE000 ~ 0xAFFF L1 for Area 3 
0xF000 ~ 0xFFFF L1 for Area 4 
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Fig. 12. Scheduling method according to area information 

5. Experimental Results 

5.1 Configuration 
We implemented the MMT signal/MMTP generator and the 8K content player to verify the 
proposed 8K broadcasting service, as shown in Fig. 4, using Visual Studio 2013. We used two 
video raw streams with 8K resolution: Ulengdo and Satellite. These raw streams were divided 
into four areas before encoding, as shown in Fig. 5. Each divided video stream was then 
encoded using SHM 11.0 according to the configuration information listed in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Encoding configuration 
 Ulengdo  Satellite 

Frame rate 30fps 
Media time 79s 116s 

QP level 26 
The number of Area 4 

IntraPeriod 32 

Each area’s 
resolution 

L0 960x540 
L1 1920x1080 
L2 3840x2160 

 
Table 4 lists the required the max bitrates and the average bitrates. The proposed system 

transmits the hierarchically encoded video streams over heterogeneous networks to satisfy the 
required average bit rates. In receiving the pictures with the max bitrates, distortions in the 
image may occur. 

 To verify this system, we use the DVB-T2 multiple physical layer pipes (MPLP) that run in 
the signaling generator shown in Fig. 4 to transmit over the broadcasting networks. 

The encoded L0 streams of each area are multiplexed with the audio data and signaling 
information after encapsulation and packetization, and the final stream is then input to the 
signaling generator. During multiplexing, the signaling information is repeatedly inserted, 
depending on the “IntraPeriod” among the encoding configurations according to the schedule 
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method introduced in Section 2. This stream, including L0, audio, and signal information, is 
transmitted through one PLP using Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation. The 
encoded L1 streams are individually inputted to the other PLP of the signal generator using 
256-quadrature amplitude modulation. Finally, the encoded L2 streams are transported to the 
HTTP streaming server, implemented by NginX, through HTTP service generator. 
 

Table 4. Max and average bitrates of two video sequences 

 

5.2 Test Results 
This section presents the test results according to the proposed service architecture. Fig. 13 
shows that 8K contents are played through four 4K-resolution displays. The 8K-resolution 
display is not currently released in South Korea, and the codec for 8K contents is being 
developed. Thus, the 8K content is transmitted after being divided into 4K-resolution contents 
at the sender, and each part is decoded by a 4K decoder and played on four 4K-resolution 
displays at the receiver.  
 

 

Media Info. 
Ulengdo Satellite 

Max 
bitrates(bps) 

Average 
bitrates(bps) 

Max 
bitrates(bps) 

Average 
bitrates(bps) 

Area1 
L0 368,696 12,648 485,448 48,216 
L1 1,428,928 35,832 106,4088 166,024 
L2 3,488,136 117,028 1,723,201 869,968 

Area2 
L0 4,122,712 16,072 453,380 41,480 
L1 1,1380,320 46,168 746,6640 155,240 
L2 2,787,0896 136,856 23,106,176 860,656 

Area3 
L0 128,7752 31,160 38,5384 40,640 
L1 4336,960 94,920 948,072 155,472 
L2 1,037,1224 330,800 15,837,360 877,648 

Area4 
L0 256,7984 44,032 447,072 39,464 
L1 7,258,520 130,256 1,050,392 149,216 
L2 14,205,064 369,200 3,7841,958 834,368 

Total 
L0 8,347,144 103,912 1,171,284 169,800 
L1 24,404,728 307,176 10,529,192 628,952 
L2 55,935,320 953,884 94,017,510 3,442,640 

Fig. 13. 8K-resolution contents (four 4K-resolution displays) 
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We test and compare two criteria that classify the packets to evaluate the performance of the 

generation rule of the “packet_id” introduced in Section 4.3. One uses only the signaling 
information (“Only signal” listed in Table 5), and the other uses the “packet_id” adapted by 
the proposed generating rule (“Rule of Packet_id”). Because the receivers can know which 
data are in this packet before entirely parsing its header in case the proposed rule is adapted, 
the input speed to its own buffer can be faster. Therefore, we expect that the delay in service is 
reduced. We also test two cases: the best and worst cases. The best one is that the receivers 
obtain packets for the signaling messages as soon as a user accesses a service, and the worst 
case is that a user accesses the packets immediately after the signaling messages are passed. 

Table 5 lists the performance of the generation rule of the “packet_id” introduced in Section 
4.3. The times listed in Table 5 indicate the times required to receive the first pictures of all L0 
streams of the four divided areas to be inputted into individual decoder buffers and represent 
the average value of 10 test times. From the test results, the case where the signaling messages 
and rule of “packet_id” are used together has a low service delay, and we can verify the good 
performance of the proposed rule in the worst case. 

  
Table 5. Experimental results (unit: milisecond) 

 Only signal  Rule of Packet_id   

Ulengdo Best case 10 4.8 
Worst case 1010 9.8 

Satellite Best case 11 5 
Worst case 1011 10 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a service scenario and designed a broadcasting system for 

UHDTV service using MMT and SHVC. The sending entity in the proposed system performs 
the following: 1) divides an 8K content into four 4K contents, 2) encodes each 4K content into 
three layers using SHVC, 3) encapsulates each layer into MPUs, and 4) packetizes each MPU 
into MMTP packets to transmit the divided data over heterogeneous networks. At the 
receiving entity, service delay may occur because the divided part should be merged into one 
content. To provide stable broadcasting service to minimize delay, we proposed several 
methods, namely, CI document, signal message that provide group information of each asset, 
generation rule of the value of the “packet_id” field, and scheduling rule. We implemented the 
8K broadcasting system by adopting the proposed methods and showed that 8K-resolution 
contents were played on four 4K-resolution TVs with a short delay. 
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